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Dear Praying Friends,
It is high time to give you a little update on what we have been doing in the
last few months and what lies ahead of us. As you will find as you read on,
Christianity Explored is still going strong. We just ordered the third reprint of
the book for leaders: How to Run The Course? It is wonderful to see, that
now it has already crossed borders: more and more churches are using it in
the Hungarian speaking part of Romania. We are overjoyed! In our last
newsletter we mentioned that we are working hard on the follow-up material:
Erzsébet Komlósi
Discipleship Explored. We have made good progress with it, currently our
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designer is working on the layout, and God willing we will be able to launch
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the material in September. (See more on this further on). And THANK YOU
SO MUCH, all of you again, who helped financially with this project!!!
So far we have not got too far with the Unglued book by Lysa TerKeurst (women’s group
material). The idea of adapting it so that it can be used without the accompanying DVD does not
seem to be a possibility. But there seems to be a glimmer of hope: just 2 days ago I heard about a
Christian studio that offered to make the DVD either for free or for a small amount – which would
be a huge blessing, and solve our dilemma.
As for the men’s material: we have found a Hungarian Christian author who would write these
studies, in the second part of the year.
We continue with the fundraising for these last two books. We need to raise an additional 3000
GBP combined for them. If you can support us with either of these, we gladly provide more
information. And for general information on how to give, please see the end of this newsletter.
LAST BUT NOT LEAST: Our English language summer holiday clubs are just ahead of us. If you
still have some time on your hand in July, we would love to welcome you on our team. In fact, at
the time of writing we still need 8 more people! Could one of them be you?
“Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do
not give up.” (Galatians 6:9)
With grateful love for your interest, prayers and support,
Erzsébet Komlósi
National director

Summer Holiday Programme
This is the first time ever that we are going to use an old
material for this year’s programme: Treasure Seekers.
Yes, we have been organizing camps so long now that
some of our first participants can send their kids to the
camps. :) This programme calls us for a journey, a
treasure hunt for real treasures that will last. Our hope
and prayer is that it will help the kids to understand what
a great treasure we have in Christ, and to say yes to
this great gift from God.

TS Camp in 2007

We need MORE ENGLISH
SPEAKING VOLUNTEERS in
our English children's summer
clubs especially for 4-11 July
and 25 July – 1 August

Winter Camp Stories

Our annual winter English camp was held 23-25 January in cooperation with Acorncamps
(UK). The location was again the beautiful hilly area of Piliscsaba. Altogether 21 young
people and their helpers set out to seek God during the weekend. We were enriched by the
teaching of Kirk Lederhaas (US) who showed us the meaning of true freedom using the
story of the slave Onesimus as an example. Needless to say, we had our fair share of fun as
well.
“I want to tell my parents about Jesus when I get back”
Anna Read (leader)
It was a new experience for me to be part of a team comprising 2 Brits, 3
Hungarians and 2 Americans, half of whom met for the first time on the doorstep of
the camp lodge! We welcomed a small number of teenagers, mainly from
Budapest, returning to the good old favourite venue of Piliscsaba. The camp this
year had a Discipleship focus, with Kirk taking us through the story of Onesimus
(from the book of Philemon). It was a good opportunity to consider the power of the
Holy
Holy Spirit
Spirit to rescue people, together with the change that comes about when we become
believers. There was also time to think through the implications of being made in God’s image of having the very fingerprints of God all over us!
Reflection time was - as always in Hungary - honest and helpful - and it was a real
encouragement to see a number of the older guys openly showing their faith, and getting
involved in the meetings up-front.
Naturally, there was a good deal of laughter added into the weekend, with some photo
evidence to back it up! And of course there was an extremely tense ping-pong competition, with
a very close finale…! And - not to be disappointed - naturally all topped off with a gentle
sprinkling of snow and a fantastic snow-ball fight to end the weekend!
Klaudia Demjen (participant)
What do you think about the camp?
It was like a “breath of fresh air”, that moved me out of the mundane.
Was there anything in particular, that spoke to you personally?
That God knows what is best for us, what is necessary, even when what He expects from us is
unpleasant or painful.
What was your favourite part?
The pampering, what else? :) But seriously, I enjoyed most of all the small group talks.
How would your encourage others to come?
The fellowship is great, the programme is super and you can get closer to God while learning
English. I cannot possibly imagine a better way to spend time.

Christianity Explored in Balatonalmadi Reformed Church
We held our very first CE course between 27 January and
31 March. We had been looking forward to start the
seemingly intense 10 week programme. Our aim was to
study the gospel of Mark in a new way.
We met every Tuesday evening. An eager team of helpers
gathered 1,5 hours before the meetings to prepare the
meals and pray for the event. After dinner we discussed our
questions from last time in small groups, and gathered for
the next talk which was given by our pastor, bishop József
Steinbach.
The exciting, PPT boosted talks told us about Jesus Christ: who He was, why He came and
what it means to follow Him. We also heard about how to stay close to Him and what kind of
decisions we should make on this journey.
.

In the small group discussions afterwards we had a very good atmosphere. We could openly
ask our questions and share our experiences.
As a result of the course we have grown in our faith, found answers to many of our questions,
had a new desire to read the Bible more frequently, and been blessed by the new relationships we
formed. So it was hard to say good-bye when the programme was over, but we want the continue
to meet in Bible study groups.
We are very grateful to the Lord that He made all this possible.
Beatrix Szabó - participant

Christianity Explored in Felsőörs Reformed Church
I was glad when I saw the CE flyer the first time, as I often
had problems understanding Scripture when I read my Bible.
I arrived at the first meeting at the local church hall full of
excitement and curiosity. After we introduced ourselves the
pastor explained the schedule for the course, its 3 main
questions, and how we were going to seek answers to them
using the gospel of Mark.
Time flew by so fast! As we got further and further with reading and studying the gospel I
came to the meetings with ever growing anticipation. My walk home afterward became lighter
and lighter. When I had the chance I read my Bible, seeking for answers. Apart from all the new
information I gathered, meeting with the others became important for me too, and I started to
feel the need for fellowship, which was new to me after reading my Bible at home by myself,
only as I always used to do.
The last meeting was moving for all of us since our time together really molded us into a
group. We said our goodbyes with loving hugs.
I am delighted that I took part in this course. I feel that I was enriched with many spiritual
blessings. I thank the Lord, the local community and the organizers for all this.
Judit Fodor Kissné - participant

Christianity Explored (CY) in youth mission
I encountered the Christianity Explored programme translated and published by
Szentírás Szövetség in a Christian bookstore and later on the internet. After
reading the book I thought it would be a good idea to give it to others, so through
personal meetings I did just that. I gave it to many of my acquaintances who did
not know what Christianity was about or never heard the gospel. I truly loved the
simple, logical and easily understandable language of the book and the way it
sums up the message of Christianity.
Later I had the idea that I could start a CY course among the young people of Nagysáp,
where I have been serving in the last 2 years. The Leaders guide gave me great help in
organizing and leading the 7 week programme.
6-8 young people attended the course, mostly happy and excited to come. Usually we sat
around a table and discussed the questions, watched the videos, prayed and played together.
Since we had already known the participants in depth, the atmosphere was really friendly.
I am very grateful for and I appreciate this very well put together course, as it is a great tool
for sharing the gospel and leading the lost to Christ. I can only encourage everybody to use it.
Read the book first, and then, with a prayerful heart, seek the opportunities where you can use
it in personal or group evangelism!
Marton Csiha – Baptist Mission

New plans: Discipleship Explored
The publishing of DE has been long overdue and highly anticipated by many churches who did
the CE main course already. This eight-week course is designed as a follow up to Christianity
Explored. It aims to help people to take the next step in their understanding of what it means to
follow Jesus Christ – that is to be His disciple.
We work and pray that we can finish the production this summer, so everyone can start using it
after the holidays in September.

Fund-raising
As mentioned in the introduction, we have several
projects where your support would be greatly
valued.
Here is one more, the redesign of our website: we
would like to renew our website as it is not really userfriendly. This new site would also contain a proper
webshop, and if we have the funding for it, we would
like to make the site accessible in English, too – both
of wich would enhance our effectiveness greatly in this
day and age!
A Christian webdesign company (Acts29) offered a
reasonably priced solution for under £ 1000. Thank
you so much if you consider helping us in this!
If you would like to support us please send your
donation to SU England&Wales with this comment “for
SU Hungary”. Contact: 01908 856000,
gifts@scriptureunion.org.uk, www.scriptureunion.org.uk
If you would like to contact us:
Szentírás Szövetség - Scripture Union Hungary
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Give thanks for...
the winter camp and all the teenagers who
came.
all the volunteers who already joined the
team of helpers for our summer camps
For one of the US helpers who already
changed his summer plans in order to
come for the first week.
Pray...
that God would provide summer
volunteers for the 1st and 4th week as well
that God would bless the programme we
put together and it would be a great
testimony about Him
for the introduction of the Discipleship
Explored
That we would have all the funds to renew
our website in Hungarian and in English
that God would continue to use
Christianity Explored to build His church in
Hungary

